EV ERY DE TA I L
OF CO MFORT
smith comfort

The ultimate fit goes beyond helmet headform and fit systems, to include the
helmet lining and earpads. Every Smith helmet includes fully removable linings
and earpads, offering cushioned comfort and customizable fit options.

Lining Design
—
Each Smith helmet features its own
lining designed to optimize fit and airflow
for the AirEvac 2 EPS channeling design.

Technical Lining Materials
—
Smith high-end helmets feature X-Static
and Nanosilver technical lining materials.
With silver-based anti-microbial features,
these linings keep your helmet clean and
comfortable. All linings are removable
and machine washable.

Earpads
—
Smith earpads, with their inner surface
of technical materials, provide a
comfortable seal from the wind and
weather on even the stormiest days. For
a warm spring day, remove the earpads
entirely to reduce weight and maximize
cooling. All earpads are fully removable
and machine washable.

Adjustable Webbing
—
Smith helmets feature fully adjustable
helmet webbing. Tweak your helmet
webbing to fit snugly under your chin for
the best fit, and enjoy the plush chin pad
that keeps you chafe-free all day long.

Modular Lining
—
Smith helmets using the Lifestyle Fit
System feature a two piece, modular
lining design. With independent front
and rear lining pieces, users can choose
a customized fit arrangement when
wearing goggles under the helmet.

Goggle Clips
—
All Smith helmets feature removable
goggle clips on the rear of the helmet.
Just slide your goggle strap under the
goggle clip and know that your goggles
will still be there after sending it headover-heels through blower powder.
Alternately, remove the goggle clip for
a weight reduction and clean silhouette
while wearing your goggles under your
helmet. Customize your helmet for your
best days.
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SMIT H F I T
BOA®

When it came time to re-think helmet fit systems, Smith partnered with Boa® Technology, the world’s leader in closure
systems. Combining Boa’s expertise in closure systems, the proven fit and comfort of Smith helmets, and a lifetime guarantee
from both companies, Smith helmets with Boa fit systems ensure a great fit everyday on the mountain.

B

360° halo fit
improved airflow
ergonomically contoured
vertical adjustablility
on-the-fly adjustablility
BOA ® FS360 FIT SYSTEM
Taking customized fit to the next level, Smith introduces the Boa® FS360 Fit System. With a full 360 degree halo design, this system advances
the category by offering both forward and lateral fit adjustment. Feel the fit system snug to the head in a full halo, allowing for a “floating” effect
that eliminates helmet hot spots. Offering Boa’s standard intuitive, dial system for on-the-fly micro-adjustability, along with vertical adjustment
options, the Boa FS360 Fit System is a best-in-class fit system, offered in Smith’s market leading Vantage helmet.
VANTAGE, VANTAGE WOMEN’S

ergonomically contoured

vertical adjustablility
on-the-fly adjustablility
SMITH X BOA ® FIT SYSTEM
The Smith x Boa® fit system is a custom developed, Smith exclusive piece. Building on the proven fit of our eronomic head form, it offers an
intuitive dial system for on-the-fly, single-handed micro-adjustment. This three-quarter haloed design offers key features of self-centering and
vertical adjustability, allowing the user to achieve a perfectly customized fit.
VARIANCE, VALENCE, SEQUEL, INTRIGUE, TRANSPORT, VOYAGE

SMI T H F I T
FIT FINDER
Because we know that finding the right fit can be the single biggest factor in a helmet purchase decision, Smith and Boa partnered to create
the Smith Helmet Fit Finder. Use it as a measuring tool and find the correct sized helmet before taking one out of the box. Find the right size
every time.

BOA®/DFS/LFS FIT SYSTEM
STANDARD FIT
YOUTH FIT SYSTEM

NEW DIAL FIT SYSTEM
The new Dial Fit System utilizes intuitive righty-tighty and lefty-loosey adjustment for quick, easy, on-the-fly adjustments and a comfortable
fit every time.

tighten
TURN DFS CLOCKWISE FOR A SMALLER FIT

loosen
CAMBER, COMPASS, ASPECT, ARRIVAL,
HOLT JR., ZOOM, UPSTART

TURN DFS COUNTERCLOCKWISE FOR A LARGER FIT

LIFESTYLE FIT SYSTEM (LFS)
Built around the forgiving properties of elastic, the self-adjusting Lifestyle Fit System is designed to flex around the wearer’s head, providing
a dynamic fit that will move as you do. Additional lateral adjustability on the fit system arms allows it to accommodate a wide range of head
sizes. With the Lifestyle Fit System, you’ll experience comfort and mobility from a fit system you’ll never have to think about.

LFS ACCOMODATES A SMALLER FIT

MAZE, ALLURE, GAGE, GAGE JR.

LFS EXPANDS TO ACCOMODATE A LARGER FIT
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